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The Lao National Internet Center (LANIC) was established in 2010, under Ministry of Post and Telecommunications focusing on:

1. Being a hub of the region and enabling a greater connection locally for Telephone and Internet.
2. Implementing National Data Center for Government and public sector.
3. Managing the Country Code Top Level Domain Name (ccTLD .LA).
4. Infrastructure for Digital Economy Development (Electronic Authentication, Payment Gateway, etc)
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Responsibilities

- 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 3\textsuperscript{rd} level domain names
- National Root Certificate Authority
- National Public Key Infrastructure
- Government Data Center, Cloud Computing, Web Site Hosting
- ccTLD .LA
- National Data Center (NDC)
- NRCA PKI
- National Gateway
- Internet
- Telephone
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Government gave the authorization to oversea Registrar to do the marketing, provide the services and promote .LA in oversea from 2000.

- .LA was delegated to the Lao in 1996.
- .LA was marketed and technical managed overseas under the Lao Government consent in 2001.
- .LA ccTLD migrated back to LANIC in 2016.

Registry and DNS are Operate outside Lao PDR.

Registry and Zone DB was moved back to Laos, Manage and operate by LANIC in 26/07/2016.
.LA Services in Laos

- 3\textsuperscript{rd} Level Domain name under .gov.la; .com.la; .net.la;… LANIC Started to provide the service in 2015

- 2\textsuperscript{nd} Level Domain Name Registration started on December of 2016, can register in Roman Letters and In Lao Script

E.g. \texttt{www.lanic.la} \\
\texttt{www.ສົມບີ່ມຄິດນາທ່ານ.la}
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2nd registration statistics
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3rd Level Registration statistics
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.LA Local Registrars

- Support and train for local registrars
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Promote .LA in Lao ICT expo

- Promote in 1st Lao ICT Expo 2016 in Dec 2016
Host by Ministry of Post and Telecommunications
Seminar promote .LA

- Seminar about dot LA host by LANIC on 23 Jan 2017
Future Plan for .LA

• Apply for Internationalized Domain Name (IDN) .لا

• Continue promote .LA to all local business to increase more subscribers

• Improve and deploy public policy and regulation relate to .la

• Adjust registration fee
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Thank you
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